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CIMARRON CITIZEN

TFMF

The Cimarron Valley Has the Land, Climate and Water.

FIRST YEAR

matter at the postoffice at CimEntered as second-clas- s
arron. N. M., under act of Congress, March 5, 1879.- -

SPIESS GAVE
ADDRESS

liter the body ta the :ir:y&.was consigned to an U".kr.'jy.'ii yravc, but .o
the blessed land for which be gave uo
his life.
Histcry afford í no more touch'

NUMBER NINETEEN

1908

CIMARRON HAD GRAND F0URT1

ARSON IS

story' of exalted patriotism than that
of Capt. Nathan Hale, the martyr spy
of the Revolution, and on Nov. 25,
1893, statute of Hale was unveiled in

JULY FOURTH

IS

ty

One Thousand Farmers

CIMARRON, NEW MEXICO, WEDNESDAY, JULY 8,

City Hall Park, New Y.k, with impulsive ceremonies in the presencj
HON. CHAS. A. SPIESS
of an immense assembly. Second onCIMARRON
ly to Washington,, his achievements
for liberty and the nation will adorn
the brightest pages of our history.
The end of the war brought with it
a multitude of difficulties.
It left the
colonies no government. It left 13
independent nations having nothing
in common, but our forefathers were
equal to the occasion, and after much
debate, and after much strife, the
GEO. H. WEBSTER INTROconstitution of the United States was
adopted, and now a new nation was
DUCED SPFAKER.
ushered into the world. The only
nation which is the asylum of the oppressed of all the world. By its constitution this new nation opened the
Last Saturday afternoon at about Bible to all and left everyone free to
three :thirty, Hon. Chas. A. Spiess, of worship God according to the dicBy its
Las Vegas, gave Cimarron a most tates of his own conscience.
finished address as the speaker of the constitution it guaranteed to every
one equal protection, thereby securday commemorating the signing of
ing to all. civil, industrial and politi
the Declaration of Independence. Mr. cal equality. Every since the
neces
Spiess is one of the best, if not the sities of society brought about the
very best speaker in the territory to-- ! formation of Government there h ave
day, and his services are very much been two distinct and antagonistic
in demand on all occasions. Because theories of government.
The one that man exists for the
of this fact, Cimarron was very lucky
benefit of the government, the other,
to obtain such a man at such a time that government exists for the beneThe sueaker who was fitly intro fit of man. The American Governduced by Geo. H. Webster of Cim ment belong s to the latter class. We
rron, stated that in his opinion, Cim believe that our institutions are orarron was an ideal spot to celebrate ganized and maintained 'for the betthe Fourth, believing that just such terment of mankind.
Our laws arc
a spot was in the poet's mind when devised to promote happiness among
he wrote the immortal words of that our people and while I am on this
Country 'Tis of subject I desire to direct your attenrand soné. "Mv
tion to a band of noble men and woThee."
The address of the afternoon was men in our own territory, who disinterestedly have banded themselves
in part as follows:
This is the 132 anniversary of the together in an organization known as
the Children's Home society. This
Declaration of Independence.
Bv that declaration the American society is not engaged in sectarian
Colonists of 13 British colonies de work. Its work is confined to findtcrmined to sever the ties which ing homes for indigent and homeless
bound them to their Mother Coun children where they will receive love
try, and established a government of and education. The managers of this
society receive no remuneration or
their own. '
After six years of bloody war the reward for their work other than the
battle of Yorktown decided the is satisfaction of knowing that they
sues in favor of the American arms, have the life long gratitude of their
and Cornwallis with about 10.000 unfortunate charges. Societies of this
British soldiers, surrendered to Gen character, the alms houses and oth
er elemosnary institutions or the
eral Washington.
The news of the disaster to the blessings which flow from our gov
British arms, reached England Nov. ernment which was born out of the
25th, 1782, and caused Lord North, Declaration of Independence."
Speaking of the Declaration of In
the Prime Minister to throw up his
arms nd exclaim, "O, God! it is all dependence, Mr. Spiess said:
July 4th, 1776, a day which doubt
over."
It was all over and a new nation less will be celebrated as our grand-- i
est and most joyous anniversary to
was borne to the world.
While political liberty was gained the end of time. The immortal doc
by the colonists, it .was at a terrible ument was received with bonfires and
cost in life and treasure. And while illuminations and general rejoicing.
the struggle of seven years, were It was read at the head of the army
years of grief, years of hardship and and nerved the patriots to pledge
years of practical starvation for our their lives, their fortunes, and their
soldiers, it gave birth to heroes whose sacred honor in the struggle for lib
names will be remembered as long as erty and independence.
It is being celebrated today as it
the English tongue endures.
There is, however, one patriot who is here, in every city, in every town,
perhaps is not so well known to you and hamlet of the United States.
It is being celebrated as it was
as he should be. Nathan Hale, who
pave his life to the sac; eel cause and then by bonfires and illuminations, by
today sleeps in an unknewn and un- the booming of cannon, by the dismarked grave. During the dark days play of bunting and the "Star
of the Revolution, .when the gloom- Spangled Banner," by the ferry song
iest period of the war was at haniÁ, of children and the joyous shouts of
Washington, with 14,000 men was loyal men and women and late into
opposed by an army of 2S.C0O men, the fading night when at last the
he iiower of the Brt'tish army under glorious orb of day begins to burn
the command of Lord Howe. The out the darkness of night, there still
safety oí WashingtJ.i required that hangs' on the air the dulcet strains of
he obtain accurate kno!:dg.e of the the poet song
"My country 'tis of thee
forces of Howe and their Oispositios.
He could only obtain this informa- and a grateful people lisp
Sweet land of Liberty."
tion by tending a spy into the lines
oí the enemy. Every one to whom
the scheme was proposed, declined to
engage in so perilous an enterprise, ROY LANE
DEAD
until Capt. Hali wis racr..ri. Hals
teacher, enterdisquiscd as a scho
ed the enemy's lines. Ho spent some
two weeks there, when he was beThe many friends of John Lane of
trayed to the British by a Tory rela- Cimarron will be deeply grieved to
tive of his.
learn of the death of his younger
noose
While standing with
Lane, which occurred at
around his neck, the executioner said. brother, Roy
"Now is the time n rr.aki your dyinj Raton recently. Roy .was injured in
some manner by a horse and was
speech and confsssio t "
He was taken
But Hale gave hint a look of dig- found unconscious.
nified contempt anl wit!i a depth of to Raton and given the best of skillaround ed medical attention, but a blood
feeling, which melted llv-sregr;t clot on the brain placed him beyond
him inte tears, said, "My
is that J have bu, one life to give t't all human aid. He was a bright man
my country." "Swing: off the rebel" ly young fellow and was popular
cried Cunningham, and hah' an hour with all who knew him.
1

Wanted

Something Doing Every Moment Big Crowd
in Attendance. Glorious Day.

SUSPECTED
Fire at Legal
Saloon

The Glorious Fourth of July ha ed to the ball bark to witness the
come and gone, and once more Cim- program of the afternoon, in which
arron has settled down to normal races and athletic contests of every
conditions and trying to catch up in description were pulled off with the
the business that had been neglected following results:
for two or three days. But the mem100 yard- dash T. Brooke, first;
ory of the good times enjoyed is still Bass, second.
disquieting, the smell of powder
Greased Pig Chase Martinez.
smoke is still heavy on the air. The
Shot Put Whitney, first; Newby,
Glorious Fourth was indeed a most second.
glorious one in Cimarron.
Early in
Cartwright,
Race
Sack
first;
the morning crowds began to assem- Spicklcmicr, second.
ble in town, scores of people from the
Ball Throw B. Brooke, first, Bass,
neighboring ranches and faris be- second.
gan to flock into Cimarron, guns
Relay Race B. Brooke, Bass, Tayboomed, fire crackers cracked, and lor, Fisher.
every one got ready for the real fun
Tug o'War, Capt. Mason Chase's
of the day.
sturdy team.
The St. Louis, Rocky Mountain &
High Jump Whitney, Newby, Cox
Pacific railroad ran a big excursion
Fisher, first; RogHurdle Race
from both Raton and Dawson, and ers, second.
the long train was crowded with
Wheel Barrow Race Pelphrey.
pleasure seekers.
The Las Vegas
Race
B. Brooke,
band had been hired for the occasion, Bass, Brick, Rogers.
Ladies'
Race Miss Daley, first,
and as the excursion train pulled into
Cimarron, it added the sweet strains Miss Heck, second.
of music to the noise that greeted
One of the best features of the day
the arrival of the visitors. Owing to was the Fat Man's .race, in which
the fact that the train did not get in- there were only two entries. Hon.
to Cimarron until eleven o'clock, the Chas. A. Spiess
and Hon. II.' M.
program that had been planned for Letts. The race was a fifty yard
the morning, was postponed until the dash, and was won by Mr. Spiess by
afternoon, and was rushed through a stomach.
with renewed vim and snap that alThe horse races and other sports
lowed the whole thing to be given.
were pulled off out at the old race
At twelve o'clock a big larlccue track southwest of Cimarron about a
was held under the big trees in Old mile, and they were of a very high
Town, just south of the new bridge. order, causing no little excitement
Mr. William Buckley of Raton, was among those who
were fortunate
the presiding genius over the fire, enough to see them. The owner of
and he, together with his assitants, every fast horse in the country was
worked at the roasting animals from
rfsetit with hi string, but to Sim
late in the night of the third, until Cauley went the honors of the day,
noon of the Fourth. Savory pieces his horcs winning by far the greatof the fine roast beef were passed er number of the races. The results
around to the hungry throng, and cof of the iports at the race track were
fee and sandwitches were freely dis- ns follows:
pensed to all who wished them. To ' On. :tni n tiolf m,!, i1n
rirtt
Mr. Mason Chase are due the thanks change saddles,
three horses to a
of the community for having donatmount: Sim Cauley, Stanley Chase,
ed the beef for the barbecue.
Fred Valdez.
As soon as the hungry crowds had
300 yard pony race, Sim Cauley, F.
whetted their appetites, they adjourn Whitney, H. H. .Chandler.
Paek-a-Bac-

ABANDONS
HIS WIFE

k

had taken every cent that was in the
house, having cleaned out the cash
drawer completely. Word has been
sent to surrounding towns to look
out for the fugitive, and it is to be
hoped that he will be apprehended.

Free for all,
mile dash, Sim
Cauley, H. H. Chandler, F. Whitney.
Ring Tournament, F. Whitney, M.
G. Chase, R. Whiteman.
A broncho busting contest had
been included on the program, but it
was impossible
to ifind two bad
horses in the country and while there
were two entries in the contest, but
one horse could be found. Bud Bird,
who is one of the best riders in the
whole southwest, gave an exhibition
of riding on an outlaw horse of the
J. S. brand, now owned by the
outfit, riding the vicious
brute .with a hackamour instead of a
bridle.
Bird gave a fine exhibition
and easily demonstrated his undoubted ability to ride anything that the
sinch will hold a saddle to.
The rest of the afternoon of the
Fourth was taken up with the public
speaking in the city park, and in the
evening there was a boxing contest
for . the
edification of the lovers of the manly art of
and for those who were socially inclined, three dances were ill
progress. One at the Matkin hall,
one of the Spanish hall and one in
Aztec hall.
Taking into consideration the fact
that the celebration was gotten up
and the whole program arranged in
a little more than a week, owing to
the falling through of the plans Dawson had made for the proper observ
ance of the day, the celebration here
ft Cimarron was a grand success
All the visitors seen, expressed
themselves as being more than pleas
ed at the exceptionally good time
they enjoyed.' The merchants of
Cimarron all closed up their places
"f business and helped to fitly entertain our guests.
With the exception
of the boxing contest in the evening,
everything was free, and every one
was welcome to everything.
The
Citizen is proud of the way Cimarron and Cimarron business
men
came to the front with both their
time and their money.

Takes All Ready Cash

and Leaves Wife
Desolate.

T. S. Keefer, who has been a resiof Cimarron for the past few
months, having gone into the laundry business here recently, has left
town, and his whereabouts are unknown, even to his devoted wife.
Mrs. Keefer, who has been so basely deserted, was recently injured in a
run away, and is hardly able to be
around as yet. Coming to Cimarron
about three months ago, the Keefers
went into the employ of the Swastika
hotel, and soon after, Mrs. Keefer invested nearly all of her hard earned
savings in a little laundry here, and
has since done most of the hard woYk
The
in operating
the enterprise.
growing needs of the business demanded a mangle, and it was found
that one could be obtained at Raton
for forty dollars. Keefer was given
the necessary amount out of the
earnings of the business to go to
Raton and purchase the machine. He
was also giren about an equal
amount to pay various bills around
town, and he then started out supposedly for Raton, and has never
been heard from since. After his departure, it was discovered that he

Next Sunday on the Cimarron ball
grounds a good game of ball between
Cimarron and either Yankee or Dawson will take place. The game has
not as yet been arranged certainly,
but it is an assured fact that either
one or the other of the two teams
will meet the local aggregation on
the home' field. Which ever team
comes, the game is bound to be close
and interesting.

dent

"

RETURN FROM
LONG TRIP
'UNCLE JIM' LIVINGSTON AND
HARRY CONNORS RETURN
FROM WAGON TOUR

"Uncle Jim" Livingston and Harry
Connors have returned to Cimarron
after taking a long and extensive
wagon trip throughout the southern
part of New Mexico. The two men
started from Cimarron about two
months ago in a buckboard, and went
as far south as Albuquerque arid Gal
lup, at which latter place they met
Burton Williams and Kersey Coe,
who are also out on just such a trip
of pleasure. "Uncle Jim" states that
he never had a better time in his life,
and that the trip was a glorious one.

Looks Sus-

-4

e,

picious. Big Loss
Averted.
Last week, what might have been
a big blaze and heavy loss by fire at
the Legal Tender Saloon, owned by
Henry Grubbs, was averted. About
ten o'clock in the evening, a large
blaze and heavy smoke was noticed
coming through the room to the rear
of the bar room, and only quick action on the part of Mr. Grubbs and
those in the room put the flames in
check.
Investigation showed that a
bucket of coal oil had been set up
against the frame side of the rear of
the building, a quantity of paper had
been thrown into the bucket and the
whole set on fire. Mr. Brubbs states
that he did not have any coal oil
around the place, and that the bucket
was not his. It looked as if some
one had deliberately filled the bucket and palced it against the building
with the purpose of setting fire to
Mr. Grubbs
the whole structure.
states that he was not aware that he
had a single enemy in the town, and
he is at a loss to know who should
wish to injure him in this manner.
As yet no important clues have been
'found, and it is likely that the manner in which the fire was started, or
by whom, will be a mystery forever.
If, however,
circumstances should
point to any persons as being connected with setting the building 01
fire, Mr. Grubbs is prepared to press
the matter through to the bitter end,
and bring the base culprit to justice.

BIG DEAL
IS MADE

CIMARRON

IS VICTOR Livran Buys Out Littrell
Bros. Harness Shop.

YANKEE OR DAWSON
COKEDALE TEAM IS SNOWED
UNDER TO TUNE OF 14 TO 1
TO PLAY CIMARRON

Keefer Leaves in a Rush.

Tender

Last Sunday afternoon, the Cimarron baseball team crossed bats with
the Cokcdalc team at the Cimarron
ball park, and the slaughter was fearful.
The visitors being snowed under to the tune of fourteen to one.
Cokcdalc was the first to bat and
went out in one, two, three order.
Cimarron made six runs in the first
inning, and thereafter the walkaway
was so one sided that the sporting
editor of the Citizen went to sleep
and lost all track of the game.
The seore and the summary of the
game was as follows:
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Will Move to New

Quarters.
An important business change
been made in Cimarron within
past few days. Henry Livran,
is starting a general hardware

has
the
who
and

harness business, recently purchased
from Littrell Bros, the entire stock
of harness and leather goods, together with buying out the business of
the old firnv Mr. Livran has rented
the cast haft of the lower floor in the
new Riley building just cast of the
post office, and has been busiuly en
gaged in fitting up his new quarters
to meet the needs of the extensive
enterprise which he is about to engage in. In addition to the general
hardware business, lie will carry a
full line of harness, saddles and all
leather good, and (or this reason the
above mentioned deal was made. Littrell Bros, will continue in possession
of the goods at their old stand for a
week or so, and as soon as Mr. Livran takes possession, Mr. John Littrell, who has had charge of the business of his firm, will go into the employ of Mr. Livran for a short time.
The firm of Littrell Bros, has been
in business here in Cimarron for the
past two years and a half, and by the
sterling honesty of their business
methods, they have won the confidence and esteem of all who have
come into contact with them. Cimarron hates to see the dissolution of
the old firm.

it was oroceedins; several photogra
phers who had come in with the par
ty took snap shots of the couple as
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Graarron Citizen
CEO.

Pacer, nubliehed each
Wednesday, in tie. interests of
Cimarron, the Cimarron Valley
O
Colfax County, and the Terri- O
O " tory of New Mexico.
0 Price, f2.00 per jrear.,
A Weeklv
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L REMLEY,

Editor

y

they stood at the altar. - ;
4
Mme. Gould and Prince Helie both
answered the usual ouestions in a
firm voice, but the bride, turned ner
vously to tne sniau congregation
when the quietness of the church .was
disturbed by the clicking of cameras.
., The, news that the Prince 4 Sagn
and Mmc. Gould had been married
in the Soho Square church got about
quickly and by the time the party
big
was ready to leave the building
crowd naif gathered in' the street in
lew introductions td
front. After
members of the pastor's family,
Princei HcbjS dc.Sagan-anhi, wife,
followed by tthe..,witnesses, and the
prince s secretary, made their way to
the carriages." The " ere wd" "outside
promptly stood fi?!'!? to 'et -- them
I
yass through, p. :,..',
VA

,
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EVERY
LUMBER, SHINGLES rAND BUIL3ING MATERIAL OF
DESCRIPTION," AND BUILDER'S HARDWARE, SASH, DOORS,
.FIXTURES,.' PAINTS, OILS, LIME, CEMENT. A SPECIALTY OF
JNTF.RIOK FINISH.

Such as Store Fronts, .Office Fixture Exterior and Interior Finish for jtl".
kinds of building, we .don't pause an grunt as if to impress you that w
doubted our ability:- Jo fill your orde, for any material in the building line.
:í?r4 "jfe4curCt ytpu that the, CI MARRON LUMBER CO. has tho
best retail lumber plant in,, the Southwest, and our prices are in a line with
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Cleveland, O., July 7. Declaring
While Cimarron is fortunately Joca1 in the heaithiest part of the world,
that his sister Bertha, 20 years old,
are not here for ou;
we
Dont mistake us. Give us i chance at;
was being led across the country
g
business.
your
"eep
8hy
concern
of
any
that advertises to give you
through the influence of a paity o
for Nothing, Our motto is "The' Golden Rule."
alleged religious fanatics, Alexander
H. Meyer, deputy United States marshal of New York, has asked the
r,;0in1. Colo. (Special) July 8- --. 'stored to consciousness. Several of J Cleveland police to locate the girl.
Come and Let Us' Know Yout Wants
were detailed to
"
that TWcl ptltrcjinen
tii A vtr:irtor ni i ilie ladies were só overcome
.
l:.,;.
is
who
A woman
fvnd Mi5 Meyer.
sent
the Troy Steam Laundry .where she they became ill and hatl to be
leader of the band, refused to give
'"
Brick-ct- t home in carriages.
"'
was employed, Miss Maggie
any information as to the girl s
accident
The extractor' is a. clothes dryer whereabouts or to divulge to the of- met with a frightful
ar
about 5:3b o'clock last evening which and wrimrcr. it is 'a'
own name, although Site
'VevolvirTg cylinder
wilt cause her death, probably before rangement With á
did not deny knowledge of the, girl's.
inside, which makes about 1,200 revthis paper reaches its readers.
whereabouts.
Miss Brickett' caught her hand in olutions' per 'minute' It Was in this
Miss Brickett
the machinery, which drew her arm cylinder"111' ''which
WHEN IN CIMARRON STOP AT THE
in to the "shoulder and whirled her caught her hand and will give one
around in the air at a terrible ve- .in idea of the way iii which she was BEAT KILLS
the mangled and whirled around at the
from
locity, pulling the arm
socket at the shoulder, tearing her mercy of the powerful machinery.
TWENTY-ON- E
How Vhe escaped instant death is
left side so' that the lung was
"
split her lips ami 'knocked out miraculous.
New York, July 7. After a breath
lacer-- j
was not jerked clear off
, The arm
scveji teeth, besides terribly
sweltering night, during which
less,
from
the
ating her face, neck and upper part the body but was jerked
being
bones
the
socket,
the
her
to
hurling
spent sleepless hours on cots,
many
shoulder
of her body, then
mas-o- f crushed
It tire escapes and in .the oocn streets,
and the muscles torn.
floor a bleeding, unconscious
$2.75
mangled humanity that caused a was when the árm was pulled from the sun came up this morning with
released
panic among the twelve' or fourteen the the socket that she Was
John Livingston, Manager
promise of even greater discomfort.
lady workers who were eye witnesses from the machinery arid thrown to As early as 6 o'clock the streets were
to the awful tragedy, causing two of the floor.
blistering hot and not a breath of
Miss Unckett resides with her parthem to faint, while others screamed
air was moving.
were stricken ents on West Main street, near the
in fright and some
At 9 o'clock the weather man remangled girl, West theater. Her parents" were imbleeding,
the
dumb .it
ported 84 degrees, but in the meanwho, a few seconds before, was a mediately notiPed arid 'went to the time the humidity had fallen from
When they realized the
hospital.
laughing, happy soul.
As always, the greatest
78 to 7.'!.
of the accident they were
To add' to the awfulness of the
suffering was felt in the crowded tensncctaclc. her hair caught in the ma both prostrated and' fora tinie'it was ement districts.
,
chinery and she was scalped, only a feared that they ' would not be able
was little sleep for the ocThere
malí tuft of hair not as large as to survive the shock.1' Neither of cupants of these places last night-A- ll
then, are very strong, fliey being afyour hand remaining on her head.
thorugh the night came calls to
Mis pra Punlap was in the front flicted with heart trouble, and were
hospitals to go to the aid of unthe
V'iltcc "tielii'g 110 bundles' and as soon (laloi- taken to tlicir home, where they
who had found the abnbr- fortunates
scream of were still under the care of a nlivsias she heard hc agoíiÚín
too severe' a strain
conditions
ú"i it v li't
list nigju. lt isr''1
the unfortunate girl she tetepú?!1?
them.
'
upon
.
'
'. v,.t ili.nt i he shock may prove
s
for i')r, John R, Espcv
TMiviirirma and iliirsfs were Uoing
he
f.ital
to one or both of the stricken ,ii,i ,!,,
and
reaily knew what happened,
evtr.i forces were called
,
five
than
parents.
in
less
Dr.'
Hill
with
rrrived
in to replace the exhausted .mnrals
'Miss Urickcit is about 18 years of that had been tearing throng
hurried exminutes. After making
the'
with a
amination Jhe Injured girl was hur- age and extremely popular
all day yesterdays aml jast
streets
a
ried, to the hospital, where every- large circle of friends. She had
with the hcav; ambulances,1
friends night
thing possible is being done,' but the sunny disposition and made
and double and tl'Vple supplies of ice!
sjriani have -no hopes of her rc-- with everyone with whom she came ;md milk wcr; ordered to meet ths'
.
.
ju contact.
.
uy .tne
r:ft
covery.
unusual (lemana occasioneu 1...
the awful
N'ó c no deplores
will
slid
"l.rtt!- - '
thii
live
to
i"i,ie
Brickett
Jiov.!il Miss
tiif
T-I a
.
An rnmmkcinn.
1.. Tí-- ,
ir
than Will Mellclulrlo, pitáis.
more
and it
be horribly disfigured for life
neeompawho
laundry,'
owner of the
When the early mornin"
t,
0f vicwould seem at this writing that this
a ífí ihc unfortunate girl to the hos tims of the heat wave
up
.q,
made
is one case vhere death would be
is pital and is rendering all possible as today it was founr ti)at twenty-on- e
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Above Cimarron in the nigh mountains, are the Cimarroncito, Urraca, Bonito, Ute Creek and Elizabethtown mining
In these districts untold wealth has tantalized the prospector from the time the Spanish government tied it up in

the shape of an enormous land grant until March 15th, 1908, when mineral scrip covering the entire district was issued and
placed on sale at Cimarron and elsewhere. Prospectors can now purchase scrip, locate claims, and exchange the scrip for
patented title involving no obligation for development or assessment work on the property. This arrangement which is better
for the miner and prospector than the terms offered by the United States Government on the Public Domain, is without parallel
in the history of mining and is copyrighted.
By

reason

of this specially advantageous arrangement, which cannot be duplicated elsewhere, the mineral resources oí Colfax county

will experience a more rapid development than any other mining district known.

The ore and the coke both come down bill to

Cimarr on lies between this district and the great Colfax cocnty coal fields.
Cimarron and the

then, will

fee

had is short,

neither can go arognd and neither can

fee

hauled by Cimarron without going cp hill.

At Cimarron

the smelters, redaction works, assay offices and the headquarters of the mining companies.

píinnoh tn make, it a Pueblo. No
where nearer than the Lake Superior region is there so much iron, and no where else is so much
iron adjacent to so much coke.
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ROGER SULLIVAN CHOSEN
NATIONAL COMMITTEEMAN
Colonel Guffy, of Pennsylvania, Bitterly Attacks
Dedicated Sunday-Convent- ion
Opens Today
Bryan-Auditor-

ium

Denver, July 6. After a warm
fight this afternoon a cauccus of the
Illinois delegation to the Democratic
convention here, resulted in Roger
being chosen as national
Sullivan
committeeman by a vote of 47J-- to
Dudley, who has been so per5.'4.
sistent in his trials for recognition,
was relegated to a back'seat.

Opens Today.
Thirty thousand
have passed through the
people
gates, of the Union depot of this city
since aturlay night. Nearly all 'of
them are in the city io attend the
convention, which will be opened tomorrow morning when Temporary
Chairman Theodore Bell of Califor-nia- l
calls the convention to order at
io o'clock.
Among the notables who hare arrived today are Mr. and Mrs. Nicholas Longworth, Medill McCormick,
owner of the Chicago Tribune; Mr.
and Mrs. H. M. Parker, Tiffany
Convention

Denver, July

6.

Hapgood, George
Porter anl W. B. Connor.
Guffy Attacks Bryan.
Denver, July 6. The removal of
James M. Guffey as national commit
teeman, now seems assured. As this
would be a body blow to bossism in
Pennsylvania politics, the matter is
nf national importance.
That the
Guffey forces are thoroughly alarmed
was evident from the strenuous efforts to change the complexion of
the caucus held at the Savoy hotel
last night, at which it was shown
del-- ,
of the sixty-eigthat thirty-fiv- e
cgates are. against the Standard Oil
boss, not counting the nine delegates
who will .Tie contested, and that Bryan has a strength of fifty-onDefinite developments are expected
to result from the caucus to be held
today, and the indications are that
Boss Guffey will be in the minority
delegation.
in his
Sunday was a strenuous day for
Blake,

Norman

e.

the Pennsylvania boss. He put in
most of the night before preparing a
statement attacking Bryan. Yesterday morning he decided to issue the
statement, but suddenly changed his
mind, so it was reported, and did nut
issue the statement till evening.
Things took a sensational turn immediately "afterward, when a story
was circulated that affords a definite
example of the bushwhacking with
The
which Bryan charged Guffey.
story is stold by Judge John F.
Short, a prominent delegate from
Pennsylvania, and vouched for by
Congressman Howard Mutchler, who

FIVE KILLED WHEN
CAR HITS WAGON

speed. He further says that during
the two vears since the college has
been in his charge he has received on
an average of fl.ooo per week.

WHOLE FAMILY OF THREE

MARRIED ON SAME DAY

Fairfield, 111., July 6 A triple wedding, in which Emanuel Stciner and
his two daughters, Misses Blanche
and F.lsie of this city, were three of
the parties, was celebrated in St.
Louis last week. Mr. Steiner secured
in the person of
n lifr rmvm.-inioMiss Emma I.ustig of 4'02 Maryland
is also here.
street, St. Louis, and he was married
In brief, it shows Guffey in the rolo at the same time as his daughters.
of betraying the Democratic nomi- Miss Blanche, the oldest, became the
nee for governor of Pennsylvania wife of Harry Nussbauin
of 1210
and making a deal with Senator Boiee Bayard street, St. Louis, while Miss
Penrose of the Republican machine. F.lsie in the same ceremony became
Mrs. Louis V. Rubinowitz of IndianMYSTERIOUS MAN GIVES
apolis,
j ,
$S,ooo TO A COLLEGE

Los Angeles Children Lose Lives in Path of
Injured, Kept in Ignorance
Trolley-Mot- her
of Tragedy

n

Los Angeles, July 6. Four children and the father of two of them
are dead and six persons are injured
as the result of a collision between
a farm wagon containing eight children, two men and one woman, and
an electric car on the Santa Ana line
near Watts, about ten miles from this
city, last night.
The dead:
Albert Lea, Minn., July 6. Albert REFORMED LAWBREAKER
OI.LER, aged 46.
ASSAULT
JOSEPH
CHARGED WITH
Lea college has just been made the
JOSEPH OI.LER, JR., aged 14.
recipient of another gift of $5,ooo
H. OLLER, aged 8, all of
Rawlins, Wyo., July 6. Kinch
from a resident in Minneapolis, who
near Watts.
- too modest to permit his name
once the most notorious
to
ELSIE KUEHNER, aged 9.
The money is for the horse thief in Wyoming, but since his
bo known.
THEODORE KUEMNF.R, aged 7.
building fund of the new Cargill Sci- release from the penitentiary a few
of 404 North Vigucs street, Los
both
ranchman,
two years ago a
ence hall, there having been
other gifts of the same size besides is again in trouble. A warrant has Angeles.
numerous smaller contributions to been issued in Fremont county for The injured are Peter Kuehner, 45.
Annie 12, Marie
the fund. President Augur says that his arrest on a charge of assault on left leg fractured;
aged 8, bruised
Oiler,
Bertha
10
and
herder.
sheep
a
during the past thirty days he has William Hollistcr.
received an average oí $l,ooo a day The alleged assault occurred- when not seriously; Alexia Kuehner, It.
Mrs. Antoina
in subscriptions for carrying on the Hollister either refused to or was un- left leg broken, and
work of the institution and he is able to tell McKinney the number of Kuehner, slightly bruised.
The Kuehner family had been
pushing the business with all possible a section of land.
y.

Linn-woo-

spending the day with the Olleri,
and the latter family had accompanied the Kuehncrs to the Santa Ana
line, where they were to take the car
to this city.
When nearing the line Joseph Oiler, who was driving, saw the ear
coming and tried to cross in front
of it. The car hit the wagon squarely
and some of the occupants went under the car, while others were thrown
Mrs. Kuehner
clear of the wreckage.
saw the car and jumped, escaping
with slight injuries. Up to a late
nour she did not know that two of
her children were dead.

g

Greeley, Colo., July 6. While driving toward his home after having
a two days' hunt, Wm.
completed
Licbhardt, 60 years of age, accidentally killed himself while removing a
loaded cartridge from Ms gun. The
accident occurred .about six miles
north of this place.
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Is the Richest Single County in point of Natural Resources in the United States

Compare the following Statistics (taken from Government, Territorial and private Geographical and Hydrographlcal
boasted of by other counties:

surveys and reports), with those

1000 Square Miles oí Coal. 1000 Square Miles of Timber. 1,500,000 Acres ol Grazing Lands
1,000,000 Acres of Farming Lands With two feet of Available Flood Waters for each and
every acre.
100,000 Acres of Gold, Silver, Copper, Lead and Iron Bearing Mineral Lands.

THE CIMARRON VALLEY
lfM
V

INCLUDES THE BEST PORTION .OF COLFAX COUNTY

Cay

IS

IN

j4

l

y MCA

Gli

where the beautitul Cimarron Cano opens out on to the prairie, and is the most
ideal location In the Valley. The Coke, Coal, Ore and Timber all come down hill to Cimarron, where the Railroads from the mineral districts, the
coal camps and the timber districts center. Below and adjoinining lie the choicest farming lands in the great southwest.
TO
TOWN LOTS, 25x140 FEET, RANGE IN PRICE FROM

THE fcXACT GEOGRAPHICAL CENTER OF THE CIMARRON VALLEY,

m

$25.00

SO FAR AS CAN BE ASCERTAINED,

$250.00.

CIMARRON IS THE ONLY TOWN IN THE UNITED STATES THAT HAS NOT FELT THE EFFECTS OF THE PANIC.

TOWNS T

COMPANY

CIMARRON, NEW MEXICO.

Among the many Fourth of July
visitors in Cimarron were Prof, and
Mrs. Teeters, 'of Iowa City, Iowa.
the chair of
Prof. Teeters holds
chemistry in the Iowa State Univer
sity and is an eminent man in his
He is interested with other
line
lowans in a ranch near Raton, and
s spending the summer in New Mex

THE CITIZEN
Published F.vcry Wednesday by
'
GEO. E. REMLEY.
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Local and Personal
Cole spent
visit iiiK friends.

1).

1!.

Sunday

in

Hon. Chas. A. Spies, the speaker
of the Fourth, left last Sunday morning for his home in l.as Vegas.
Martin Bukovc, one of the
of the Grand hotel, was in
arron for a few days last week.

Cim-

A large number of men from the
Pratt Mill were in town on the
Fourth to take in the celebration.

Jim Kail spent the Fourth and Sun
come in
dav in Cimarron, having
from the mountains to take in the
doings.
Mr. lien. Pooler of Raton, aceom
by his wife and children,
passed through Cimarron, bound for
Ute Park last Friday.
panw--

Miss Dora Smith, who has been in
,
ha!
Cimarron for some time
pa-.t-

left for Boulder, Colo., where she ex
pects to make her future home.

Harvey Stcen, who has been spend
ing a month out in the mountains
near Rayado, has returned to his
work with the Townsitc company.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry i.ivran arc
the happy parents of a bouncing
right-poun- d

baby

boy,

which

j

was

Both mother and
born last week
baliy are doing very nicely..

E. H. Fisher, the head of the
Towmite company's engineering department, ha again returned to his
work, after upending a month on a
vacation. Mr, Fiaher went back cast

friends and relatives.

IN CIMARRON

JULY FOURTH AT
ELIZABETHTOWN
(Special Correspondent)
Results of races and athletic contests:
Pony Race Wm. Gallagher, 1st,
J5; Chas. Gallagher on T. Jackson's
marc, 2nd, $J; J. I'.randenberg on
Witt's gelding, 3rd.
Ladies Horse Race Miss Liara
Witt, 1st, $5; Mrs. Thos. Jackson,

Riley Lit t roll, who has been in the
employ of the Crocker Mercantile
Co. for some time past, has resigned
his position and will move to Wagon
Mound some time next month.
Mr. l.ittrell will be ranch foreman
on the Culley & Martin ranch, about
live miles out of Wagon Mound, and 2nd,
Gallagher,
Miss Maggie
will move his family into an eight-roo3rd.
ranch house which is provided
Boys' Foot Race (under 10 years)
for hiir..
Will Lawrcy, 1st, $1; John Byrd,
2nd, 50c.
ELIZABETHTOWN
Girl's Foot Race (under 10 years)
Gertrude Cumniings, 1st, $1; Dew(Special Correspondence.)
ey Funke. 2nd, 50c.
Dr. Farley and Mr. Buckley of RaBoys' Foot Race (under 15 years)
ton, passed through town Saturday,
Louis Yickcrs, 1st, $1; Tom Byrd,
the "til, on th cir homeward journey -- d,
50c.
from a fishing trip to Caberesta Lake
Foot Race (under 90 years)
Ladies'
and points of piscatorial interest in
-- Miss Clara Witt, 1st, $2; Mrs. Chas.
Colorado.
the territory of
Gallagher, 2nd, $1.
O. J. Xiles, a rancher, while ridRace Adolph Metz,
ing his range a short time ago, was
fortunate in having a Jariat and make and Joe Pliipps, Jr., 1st, $2; Juan
good vsc of it in roping a young Martinez and Pat Romero, 2nd, $i.
Pie Iva ting Contest
Joseph RauThe throw was particularly
coyote.
good, the honda engaging the under ght. 1st. $1; F. M. liurress, 2nd, 50c.
Ivgg Race for Girls
Miss Mabel
jaw, while the rope passed over the
back of its head. The animal is a Carrington, 1st. $1.50; Miss Eva
line specimen and is not averse to Kammerer. 2nd, 50c.
Sack Race Pat Romero, 1st, $2;
the many attentions it receives.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Jackson have Sam Bond, 2nd, $1.
from
Potato Race, (24 potatoes) Joe
their honeymoon
returned
camping trip to Costilla and Com- Raught, 1st, $3, time 2 min. 12 sec;
Mr. Jackson has a Juan Arclmlete, 2nd, $1.30.
anche creeks.
Old Man's Race (over 50 years)
way of his own in fishing that is
good and effective.
His camp cook- A. J. Raught 1st, $2; Abram Sandoing is the envy of all as many arc val, 2nd, Si.
willing to attest.
Burro Race, Louis Vickcrs, 1st,
Misses Lulu and Mamie Young arc $i.;o; Thos Raught, 2nd, 50c.
visiting Mr. Jesse Young and will
The dance was well attended
be in attendance for the celebration
hall being crowded. Not unSaturday.
til daylight did dancers seek their
Mr. and Mrs. Knerlin Hudson and homeward trails.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Branson of the Black
The prize waltz occurred at it
Lakes, drove over from the mill Fri- o'clock: 1st prizes were awarded to
day and will remain for a few days Miss Lulu Young and Mr. Edward
at Mr. Hudson's home place on Sixth A. Guntly.
avenue.
2nd prizes to Mrs. Mames GallaThe celebration of July 4 is on, as gher and Mr. P. Gallagher.
evidenced by a salute to the presiEvery one pronounces the Fourth
dent of 21 guns fired this morning. gloriously celebrated and the dance
The business and residential sections the best ever.
of the town are fittingly decorated;
When making plans for 1909 just
the national flag and colors are to be ecnll what a pood time you had at
seen everywhere. The young arc no
in iqoS.
Thrce-Legge-

d

Gar-rick- 's

Last Monday morning J. T. Fulton, who was arrested on complaint
of "Shorty" Duquette on the charge
of assault and battery committed on
Duijiu-tte- ,
was tried before Justice of
the Peace J. S. Wilson and acquitted
of the charge.

fo his old home in Indiana,

BURN BRICK

ico.

RILEY LITTRELL TO LEAVE
Ir.
Raton

happier than the older ones, who are
showing a spirit of patriotism truly
commendable. Communities for 30
miles around are represented and all
for the Glorious Fourth as it is being
celebrated at Ivlizabethtown.

visiting

--

n

First Kiln Burned is a
Great Success.

Ex-

cellent Quality of
Brick.

MORE IRRIGATION
IN COLFAX

COUNTY

Territorial Engineer Approves
cation for Dam on Cimarron
er to Cost $200,000.

F. 17.

SLOW

AppliRiv-

JEV7LER

Santa Fe New Mexican.
Territorial Engineer Vernon L.
Sullivan this morning announced that
he would approve the application of
Charles Springer, of Cimarron, Colfax county, to build an enormous
dam and divert water from the Cimarron river for irrigation purposes..
Mr. Springer, who has been identi
WATCHES, CLOCKS AND
fied with several important projects
for the good of Colfax county and
JEWLERY REPAIRED
the northeastern part of New Mexico, proposes to irrigate 75,000 acres
and his application so states. According to the blue prints filed, with All
Engineer Sullivan the reservoir to be
built will cost $100,000 and will have
Watch Inspector
a capacity of 112,000 acre feet. The Official
dam will be 140 feet high and will be
of the St. L.
constructed of cement and rock.
With the ditches and other required expendituers
in completing the
project Mr. Springer expects to expend $300,000.
He will furnish water
for small ditches and for farmers
near the dam. The site of the dam
will be a few miles tip the Cimarron
river from the city of Cimarron, Colfax county.
This country is very
productive and has been settled many
Shop in Post Office
years. The Cimarron river is rather
a peculiar stream. At times it is a
little more than a creek while at othNEW MEXICO
er times it becomes a raging torrent CIMARRON,
'
and an enormour amount of water
flows down between its banks and
often spreading to the valleys. Particularly is this true after the river
leaves the mountains.
There is a sufficient amount of
flood water coming down this, river
every year to more than supply the
ATTORNEY-AT-LAreservoir Mr. Springer proposes to
construct and if it can be caught and
utilized it will not only mean much
to New Mexico dry farms but to the
farmers along the river through Texas and Oklahoma who each year are
NEW MEXICO
compelled to live in fear of being CIMARRON.
drowned by a sudden rise in the SPARKS FROM
LOCOMOTIVE
stream.
CAUSE A $ia,ooo FIRE
DISASTROUS FIRE
Buena iVsta, Colo., July 7. Sparks
AT HARTMAN, COLO.
from a passing locomotive caused a
Holly, Colo., July 7. A disastrous conflagration at Roniley, four mile
fire at Hartman. eight miles east of south of this place, that promised for
here, this afternoon damaged prop- a while to wipe out the entire town.
erty of that place to an extent of The fire was gotten tinder control,
$25.000.
The origin of the fire is however, but not before some $12,00
damage had been done.
unknown.

Work Guaranteed

Cimarron Lumber Co. hjave
had a force of men working in its
new established brick yard here in
Cimarron
for some little time. It
made about one hundred and twenty
thousand brick lor the first burning,
in order to ascertain if brick of good
quality could not be burned here in
Experts had told the ofCimarron.
ficers of the Company that the materials were right at hand for a fine
brjck, and acting on this advice, the
company opened up a brick yard, and
proceeded to make the test. Iror the
past few weeks, a big kiln of over a
hundred thousand brick has been
burning, and the other day it was
opened, a few bricks from the top
inspection.
being
for
taken
out
Brick makers state that if the top
brick in the kiln are well burned and
of good quality, the rest of the kiln
will be good also.
At this writing, the kiln has not
completely cooled off, but the samples of brick that have been shown,
and arc far superior to those that are
made at Raton. The brick is what is
known as a "Salmon" brick; because
of its color, and is firm, well formed
and not easily broken
or chipped.
it cracks in
But when broken,
smooth even surfaces, which makes
it easily worked and put into walls.
This experiment shows that the best
of brick can be manufactured right
here in Cimarron at a tfar less cost
than the same quality of brick can be
shipped in. The Lumber Co. state
that they will continue to manufacture brick here, and will put it on the
market at as low a price as is possible. This means another and added
industry for 'Cimarron.
The
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RENOWNED A. B. C. BEER ON TAP
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Denver, July
A. Wayne
well known ' politician and clubman,
was found dead in the office of J. BBelford of the firm of Belford &
Schwayder, 220 Coronado building,
at 8:30 o'clock this morning. The,
cause of his death has not yet Leen
determined by the ' coroner wnd at

Sun Francisco, July 6j Today is
the last day in this harbor for the
Attaiitic' battleship fleet, and for the
first time since the arrival of the
ships at this port,' San Francisco's
streets are today free of the wander'

ing groups of sightseeing jackies that
have marked them' since the. coming
of the armada.
Through the night squads of determined young men, armed with
weighty arguments in the shape of
stout police "billies," searched every
nook and cranny of the city, gathering in the straggling sailormen and
shipping them by the launch load to
their vessels, awaiting the turn of
tide Tuesday afternoon, when they
will set their course out through the
Golden Gate and away to the lands
beyond the sea.
Immaculate in white and buff, the
siteen great lighting machines present a striking picture as they ride
to their anchors on

tendant physicians.
..The body was found by George
Lindsey, the colored janitor of the
building, shortly before Mr. BeMord
came down to th office. Wayne was
lying back in a Morris chair and at
first glance, appeared to be sleeping.
After trying in virt to arouse him
Lindsey became frightened and called
for help. Several doctors with of
fices ki the buikling responded and
every effort was made to revive him
M'ter working
over him for
houf, the coroner was notified.
According to occupants of th
buildihg, Wayne came to the office.
which had been his headquarters for
t!j past few weeks, late last night row.
From, the time he entered the room
Clouds of dark smoke have been
until his "head body was found, rto: rolling up from the forest of funnels
one saw fliim.
ever since break of day, telilng of the
According to Lindsey, Wayne was work that is going on down in the
lying back in the chair with his coat depths of each ship. Launches are
and collar open and his shirt tinbut flitting from ship to ship and from
toned.
On the window sill to h
ship to shore on countless busy trips,
ngni was a glass containing som carrying last messages to and from
white liquid substance. What wa the men who are taking Uncle Sam's
tin; glass, no one serins to 'know, big sea fighters around the world and
The fcoroncr made a hasty examina back again.
,
tion of the body in tlie
ffiee, bu
It will be close to 3 p. m. when the
courJ not say positively what had tide marks the flood, and then, with
caused death.
the pull of the ebb helping them out
Wayne lived at the ew Broadwa; to open sea, the fleet will up anchor
holcl and was well known abou and away for Honolulu, the first stop
He has held numerous polit in the world-wid- e
town.
journey.
There
icil oflces, most of the time at th will be no fuss or ceremony to mark
statchouse He as 3S years old.
their going. When the signal flags
that sjicll "Make sail" in the language
of the sea, go dancing to the signal
vard of the Connecticut, the big ships
will get aboard their anchors and
drop into line behind the flagship,
with only the dipping n'f flags and
ihc hoarse hoots of a few whistles to
wish them God speed.
:
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CALL AND SEE US

We Make Everything and Repair
Anything in the Harness Line
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,

STORE

ads HarriBSS a Specialty

CONVICT IS

44
i,

WINES, LIQUOHS
and CIGARS

a SPECIALTY

LEGAL TENDER BAR

Socialist Lsibor Party
Nominate Man tor
President Who is In

-

Proprietor

FAMOUS BCPWEISKli BKF.K

COOR'S

GOLDEN

BEER

.

YOUR PATRONAGE
t
SOLICITED

.

4

4

Wagons

Farming

Jail
New Yrjii, Juij 6. Candidates for
president ;nd vine president of th
b nited Maltes Avte nominated Sun
day afternoon and a platform adopt
ed by the iiitionál convention of the

Buggies
Implements

ti

liuur

;puriy.
named is as follow :

For President

1

..

.

ne tlCKe

Martin Presión, of

Nevada.
J' or

nt

Donald Mun

roe, of Virginia.

We Sell the Famous
iMcGormick; Harvesters, Rakes,
Mowérs and Binders
Moline Plows and Implements
Peter Schuttler wagons
General Blacksmithing

WILKIN8

NORMAN

Bunhr&ntff..:.

Ihe nomination of Presto
for
president was unanimous.
The can
didate was p!aced is noniinatio hv

IdksAoinf work solicited.'

Special attention
Country Orders.
:
,

,

?

;

paid to
'

,
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Loveland, ,Colo., July 6 James
Liulwick, a ' prominent attorney Of
Fort Collins, shot William Austin, a
boyr'of this city, through
the abdomen this afternoon. Austin
is not fatally injured mid will recover unless nnlooked for complications set in.
The attorney and his wife were
traveling from Fort Collins to this
place o milis afternoon" s tariu when
Anstin, who had hcen drinking heavily, began to amuse himiself at the
expense mi nis fe now paswngcrs. In
some manner he insulted Mrs. Lud- wirk and Ludwick drew a revolver
and fired. The 'bullet struck the bov
in the alidrrmcn and he was taken
off the tnrhi here in an unconscious
condition.
Ludwick surrendered Tiimself to
the police and was released
upon
nd of $3,000. Public sympathy
sremea nn uistiti rwr ami (lie at- orney returned to Fort Collins.
When seen Tit a reporter he refused
to make an-statement concerning
le affair.

Daniel Dc Leon, w&o charactcjr'zed
the man he was noBiinatinsr as "an
honest, working man," and art&cd
' The name of
that man is Martin R.
Preston and he is now in jail at Goild- nclii, iev. Preston is in jail todtrv
tor conduct that is honorable and IMAGINATION CAUSE
OF DEATH OF NEUROTIC
which no working man
should
k
ashamed of."
Chiciifo. July 6. Suffering v the-Leon explained ftiat Preston
gony, physical and mental, jm! ex
had been sentenced to twentv-fiv-

le

p

years' imprisonment for shooting a
Tcstaurant keeper in Grfldfield three
years ago during a strike. Preston,
I)e Leon asserted, had acted a th.
protector of defenseless girts and by
so doing his action enraged a restaurant keeper named Silver. Silver.
Mr. De Leon asserted, was shot by
Preston while threatening to fcill the
latter.
The platform is identical wkh the
one adopted by the party four years
ago, snd declares for the sifbstitu
.
.
a:
non 011 ine
ccommon
wealth, "for the present state of plan- .....
-. .
inmiuciiun, inuusiriai war anci
social disorder."

1

AINTERS and
ÁPÉR HANGERS

LAWYER SHOOTS ALLEGED
INSULTER OF HIS WIFE

isting many of the symptoms that

Completely furnished, The Grand
Hotel and Saloon,
i n Cimarron; best
location In the city;
call on

Manila, July. 6. Lieutenant Jones
of the First cavalry, who on June 24
was reported: to have been stricken
With the cholera, is dead.
Lieutenant Muldoon of the Philippine scouts,
who contracted - the disease while
bringing Lieutenant Jones to Camp
Gregg from the .field, where both
were surveying, is recovering. The
cholera is receding at Capiz and even
in the province of Pangasinan.
The government is proceeding
and hopes to stamp the disease out in the two provinces within
one month.
Manila and central Luzon are free
from it.

SEVEN MARRIAGES OUT
OF EIGHT UNHAPPY

MARTIN

New York, July 6. On the roof
of the V. M. C. A. building yesterday, the Rev. Charles A. Mitchell
president of the Stella Purity association and the Stella Purity academy
and farm at Cherokee, Okla., delivered an address on the, subject of
moral purity to thirty-seveyoung
men. He denounced ' the
double
standard of morality;' declared that
only
of the marriages are
happy; that the playground of the
public school is second only to the
saloon as the worst place in this
country, and advised all his hearers
to abstain from the use of tobacco.
"Mothers ought not to lie to their
children," he declared. "They ought
not to tell them stories about Santa
Clans, for instance, because when the
child learns that his mother has deceived him about Santa Clans he will
think she will deceive
him about

HARVEY

BUKOVC

;

limTT

n

Painter and Paperhairger

t

siign Painting a Specialty

j

one-eigh-

other things."

Shop Located in Cox's
Pool Hall
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Dead Body of Politician Sails Today for Hono Officer in Phillipines
I
Found in! RoQiiif Sui- lulu On Another Long Stricken With Disease
HI
u cide Suspected
Voyage?
Dies Suddenly;

i

I

FLEET OFF CHOLERA
ON CRUISE KILLS ONE

n

n

t

EÉ1M?

1
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MURDERER ST.

LOUIS, ROCKY

and

MOUNTAIN
Police Arrest Printer
Whom They Suspect
Accomplice of Mur-

PACIFIC CO.

derer

PASSENGER SCHEDULE
In

Effect June 15th, 1908

Philadelphia, July 6 Under suspicion of knowing something of the
case of Dr. William 11. "Wilson of
this city, who died June 26, after
l0:00fl.ni. Iv. ties Moines N. M. nrr. S JKn.m- drinking poisoned
ale,
Frederick 1:45 p.m. nrr. J Raton. N. M. (Iv. 2:.VI p m
3:30 pi in. Iv.
urr. l.';J5 p.m.
Gics, Jr., a foreman in a
n
p.m.
Vll:40 a.m..
Preston.
4:45
p.m.
11:05 a.m.
Koehlcr,
publishing house of Philadelphia, was
)5:S0 p.m.
$10:15 a m.
Colfax
taken to police headquarters late last 5 32 p.m. nrr. ( Ciiunrrcii. N.M. tv. 9:.i a.m
7;0n p.m, lv. í
arr. 7:50 a.m i
night and given a thorough examina- 7:45
7;0J a.tu.
p.m.
Vie Park
tion today by the detectives who are
investigating the murder, dies is not
directly accused of having caused
Dr. Wilson's death, but the police
f ay he answers so closely the descripConnects with E. P. &
tion of the man wanted that they S.W. Ry.
train No I24,arriv- - j
were compelled to detain him. After
Ing in Dawson, N. M., 6:113
a thorough examination of ,,Gies at
'
,
midnight last night Superintendent of P. m.
Police Taylor said:
)
Connects with E. P. & S.;
"While the case against Gies is
circumstantial, I am quite sure he W. Ry. train No. 123, leav.';
knows all about the rraurder. althouch ing üawson,
I
N. M.f 9:55.'
ne nemes all knowMm nf ii
a.
menu j 11111,1 niauiin ..we tnave
K Stage for Van Houten'!
I

well-know-

I
I

!

.

:r

re
ocon.pany death by poisoning, John ceived I can say that another arrest N M.,
Píes-- 1
eriza died yestenlay, the victim of that of a doctor, will be made
N. M.
;
soon
as
we
find
can
him."
tlmcination and
It
A
.
- t, ..
i
.
.
i.
w
.x.,., ,s
niC punce, tne man
WJieved
his condition resulted
& S.
rom worry because of Fourth uoi who caused the death of Dr. Wilson
coiroiinca tne crime, because
uly nwise.
from Op 1
the arrive
i
Attending
physicians found n pJiysKian performed an illegal oper Moines
follows:
,
race of poison in their examination- - ation on ins wife, which resulted in
NORTH BOUND
f Nenza.
Members of his family ner death.
'
No. i, 6:o8 a. rn.
celare that he had eaten nothing
No.
7,
os p. m.
that might cause his condition. But WRECK OF AUTO
.v-.-

ton,
C

n.

I

--

meets trains at

passenger trains

1

and depart

as

the efforts oí physicians to

assure

him that he was not poisoned were
futile and he passed into a comatose
condition and died after hours of

acute suffering.
It was asserted by several physi
Travers City, Mich., July 6. The cians mar scores 01 aeatns occur an
Northern hotel on Nortltport bay, in nually in every large city from such
;5
the Leelanau peninsula, thirty miles conditions.
from here, was burned to the ground
early today. The seven guests at the
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Colton of Co
resort, which opened only last Sat lumbus Junction, Iowa, and Mr. and
urday, were forced to flee for their Mrs. Fred Colton and daughter
lives, and some of thetn lost their Greta of Kochler, spent the Fy.urth
clothing.
Loss, $80,009,
hcrt in Cimarron.

KÍLLS

A

WOMAN

Santa Crw, Cal., July 6. Mrs. O.
Scribner, wife of the president of the
Associated Oil company,- was killed
in an automobile eeidenr last niirht
wlulc going from thus city to Boulder
creek in company with her husband
and a party; of. friends.
.w .
The machine ' struck a ledge of
rocks by the ., roídshJéV "and " turned
over, throwing 'out rhtT ''decunants.
Mrs. Scribner struck; on her head,
causing concussion of the brain. '
The body was brought here.

SOUTH BOUND
No. 8, 9:37 a. m.
No. a, 8:05 p. m.

.

Cimarron, N. M.,.js denot for th.
following points in New
i
Black LakcsOcatc,. Rayado,
Aur.fi
and Red Lakes.
i
Ute Park, K. M., is depot 4i
following points in New'- México:
Arroyo Seco, Arroyo' Hondo, llaldy 1
Black Lakes, G rrov .F.lizabethtown, 1
Lobo, Quests, Ranches, 'de
!
Taos
Red Rifvef City. Taosi anrf twining ;;
'

-

W: A. GORMAN1;
Gen. Tass. Agt., Raton, N. M.
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yesterday's session came in the
morning, when J. F. Carnahan, asso
ciate counsel for the state, asked T.
F. Flucken, one of the special ve
niremen, if an attempt had been
made to tamper with him after he had
been sworn.
Flucken declared that
W. W. Goodman, A. J. Harris and
Constable Frank Welch had made an
successful attempts ' to feel him out,
Flucken was excused by the state!
fourteenth peremptory challenge.

crime.

ADAMS MURDER

TRIAL NOW ON

"We obiect, your honor," cried out
Attorney Hilton. "We are going to
make every effort to keep that confession out, because it was not voluntary and prejudicial to our case
for the state to refer to it in the
presence of the jury.".
Judge Shackelford ruled against
Hilton, and Hogg' continued his re
sume of the Adams confession, Hilton interposed constant objections,
but was overruled, by Judge Shack'

Grand Junction, Colo., July 7.
Attorney H. M. Hogg had no sooner
begun his opening statement for the
prosecution in " the ' Steve Adams
murder trial yesterday afternoon
than Attorney O. N. Hilton started a
fight about Adams' confession. It is
the legal battle over the introduction
of this confession that will largely leflord.
Hogg said Steve Adams and Ed
determine the outcome of the case.
The defense claims that it was se Minster came to Telluride from
:ured by coercion, while the state Cripple Creek for the express pur
will introduce Warden Whitney of pose of killing Collins. He described
he Idaho state penitentiary to tes- how Adams carried out the plans.
tify that Adams made it voluntarily. Three months after the confession,
The state was victorious in the pre he said, Adams was brought to Telluride, went over the ground, showed
liminary skirmish yesterday.
In his opening statement,. Attorney just how he had fired through the
Hogg touched briefly upon the labor window at Collins and how he had
troubles in the Telluride district and made his escape.
then drew a vivid picture of the mur"Every small detail after the find
der on November 17, 1902, of Arthur ing of the gun," said Attorney Hogg,
Collins, superintendent of the Smuggler- coincided with Adams' confession.
-Union
mines,
who
was shot
It is believed the state's evidence
through the back as he sat playing will be concluded by Friday night,
cards in his house at Telluride. Hogg there will be an adjournment over
told of the finding of an empty shell Saturday and Sunday and the case of
outside the house the next morning, the defense will probably require annd how, a year later, the shotgun other week.
was found hidden in a clump of
The first witness will be A. B.
bushes near 1'andora. This gun was Blancy, who, with his wife, was in
loaded with shells lige the one found the Collins home at the time of the
ear Collins' house the day after the shooting. J. R. Hogan, also an eye
murder.
witness, will be called next, followed
"This was the last known concern- by Dr. Orschane, attending physi
ing th- - case," said Attorney Hogg, cian.
"until Steve Adams confessed the
The only enlivening feature of

Mrs. A. H. Carey
:Mm. ARKELL,

GENERAL

Manager:
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LOOKS FINE

One of the best features of the big
celebration, at Cimarron last Satur
day, was the big boxing contest that
was held at 7:30 in the Matkin hall
During the afternoon two Mexicans
Second had an ' altercation at the ball park
Bud
during the athletic contests, which
resulted in a general mixup. The
Being
Time
two combatants were forced apart
were arrested for disturbing the
Killed by
peace, borne tertile brain conceived
the idea that it would be a good plan
to pay the fines imposed if the two
men would tignt it out witn the
gloves for the edification of the lov
...
It has been stated in these columns ers of the manly art of self defense.
So the contest was arranged, as the
heretofore that the fruit crop in the
main contest of the evening, those
vicinity of Cimarron was not the to which had already been arranged be
tal failure that was expected when ing put on merely as preliminary
the late frosts did so much damage events.
throughout the entire territory. Mr.
The first event of the evening was
M. M. Chase, who has perhaps the
five round preliminary between Kid
second largest apple orchard in the McCoy and Young Nelson, both of
territory, made the statement the Raton. The two men were fairly
other day that he would have more clever, but the contest lacked snap
than seventy per cent of a normal ap- and go until the last round. Th
ple crop this year. After the heavy boys explained that the purse offered
frosts that did so much damage to all was not big enough to go after a
fruits, nearly all of his trees again knock-ou- t
and that they were just
threw out buds, and bloomed in giving an exhibition boxing match.
great profusion. Some time ago the The last round, however, was a genwriter had the pleasure of walking eral mixup, and Kid McCoy retired
through this immense orchard, and to his corner satisfied.
saw the frost bitten blossoms on the
The next preliminary was between
trees, side by side with, the new buds 'Shorty" Cruz, df Cimarron, the
which had formed a'fter the frost had doughty little fighter who has fig
gotten in its work.
ured in the local ring with great suc
Last week, Mr. Chase brought in cess before, and a fast little lightsome small limbs from his trees com- weight from Las Vegas. The sparpletely covered with great clusters of ring was fast and furious from the
well formed apples. He stated most start, and after the first round, the
most of his trees were well filled, and local man was the aggressor. He
that some of. themwere over loaded showed much more cleverness than
with choice fruit, and that they his opponent, and was able to stand
would have to be propped up to kftep more punishment.
The Las Vegas
the weight of the fruit from break- man kept his head down and struck
ing down the trees. Othct orchard blindly, and this proved to be his unmen state that they will gather more doing, a swift undercut to the nose
than half of the normal crop, and put him out of business.
that the general scarcety of apples
The third preliminary was between
this year, will run the price of what
Las 'eVgas man calling himself
man
they have up to very satisfactory Murphy, and an Albuquerque
Figures.
Both men
called himself Olson.
were rather dubs at the business, and
neither showed any cleverness to
peak of. The contest was scheduled
MURDERED
We Will Save You Money On
at ten rounds, but it was changed to
five in order that the main fight of
AND DAUGHTER the evening might not be delayed
much longer. This contest was deHot Springs, Ark., July 7. The clared a draw.
Armijo Victor.
Reighards was
body of Mrs. Ada
The last and main contest of the
found in her residence this afternoon
And Every Article Carried In a First-Clas- o
beaten to a pulp with an ax or sim- evening was between the attcrnoon s
her dead combatants, Jose Pablo Derera, and
Reside
ilar instrument.
General Store
body lay that of her oldest daughter, Jose Armijo, and this contest did not
of fastness at any
? girl of 8, who had been struck in lack in interest
tatge of the game. The two men
the head with some blunt weapon,
The other two children of the unfor- were given instructions and were
tunate woman were crazed with fear told that 111 breaking, neither one
and could give no lucid statement of was to strike at the other, but in the
heat of the contest, each forgot inwhat their young eyes had seen.
Mrs. Reighards had just lately structions, and fouls were landed
When the gong
from Dallas, thick and fast.
moved to this place
Texas, and while nothing definite can sounded time, the two boxers had to
of the be pulled off to their corners. ' Of
be learned, the perpetrator
crime is supposed to be her husband science, there was none, and each
from whom she recently secured a man's idea sesmed to be to get to
divorce, and who has made several the other and land on him hard. They
unsuccessful attempts to become rec- had an old standing grudge to settle
onciled to his wife, and who ahs and they went after each other like
been seen around the town for the wild men. At last in the fifth round,
past few days. He cannot be found Armijo landed a swift left followed up
with a hard right on Derea's already
by the officers today and bloodbadly battered face, and the heavier
hounds will be put on his trail
man of the two gave up the contest,
beaten to a standstill. With characteristic tender heartcdness, the victor
GIRL IS KILLED
having demonstrated that he was the
AND MAN FATALLY
SHOT BY WOMAN best man, felt sorry for his opponent
and immediately went over to his
Ind., July 7. Miss corner with brotherly love in his
Vincennes,
Mayme Baker, 20 years old, is dead heart and kind words on his lips. An
and Charles Ingle, 40 years old, is apology was extended and accepted,
mortally wounded as the result of a and the once enemies, but now fast
remarkable tragedy in the girl's home friends, literally fell on one anothPaints, :: Oils and s Varnishes
yesterday. Mrs. Ollie Youngblood er's necks and wept. A most fitting
F.llis, a cousin of the girl killed, ad- climax for the evening of strife.
mits, it is alleged, that she fired all
the shots and says she was trying picion that he had kjlled the girl,
to drive away Ingle, who, in a fit of and, despite prompt treatment of his
rage, had seized Miss Baker and wounds, the surgeons hold out no
N
Harness V Repairing
hope for his recovery.
threatened her with harm. ,
'
of
The story
a supposed wrong to
Mystery surrounds the affair and
CANVAS AND SPORTING GOODS
the story of the wounded man and a sister, which Ingle sought to
the woman do not agree. Ingle in- avenge upon the women, his visit of
Two Doors East of Post Office.
sists he was only attempting to warn warning the two, Mrs. Ellis' defense
the
her
cousin, and
resultant tragthe woman, who, he says, had an- of
noyed his sister's husband, to leave edy is a remarkable one, and the sisBE A GENTLEMAN.
be necessary. Boston Transcript.
town, and he claims the shooting was ter's husband, Richard Lovejoy, last
"Thou
night
Which
locked
be
up
shalt
gentleman,'
a
was
full
was
a
pending
reminds us of Anthony
provocation.
The bullets
without
which ended Miss Baker's life were investigation by the police. Lovejoy, the amendment to the ten command- Hope's definition of a gentleman:
aimed at Ingle, who, Mrs. Ellis says, who is a contracting carpenter, is al- ments proposed by President Harris "One who does things no gentlemar
at the time had the girl in his grasp. leged to have been in the house when of Amherst, but if they were all kept should do in a way that only a gen
perhaps the amendment would not tleman can do them."
Ingle was taken to the jail on sus- - the shooting took place.
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